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Background & Research Question

Discussion
It was shown, that exposure to DEP led to memory loss, reduced learning ability, and reduced stress tolerance in honey bees, in addition, we showed a reduction in pollinator
survival rate after dose-response experiments. The fat body weight was significantly reduced in bumblebees exposed to 0.5 g/l DEP. The fat body content is proxy for an insects’
health. A reduction of fat body increases the susceptibility to additional stressors. In preliminary experiments no significant differences in the stimulus perception of bumblebee
antennae exposed to DEP compared to control bumblebees were recorded. A full picture will be recorded in further experiments
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3. Acute and chronic oral exposure to DEP1. Generation of DEP after 
NEDC-UDC guidelines

Fig.1: Peaks of relevant PAHs analysed in 
SIM mode via GC-MS

Subsequent measurement of fat
body content as proxy for the
bumblebees‘ health condition

Fig.5: Difference in stimulus
perception between treatments
after DEP and MP exposure

DEP containing PAHs

Fig.4: SEM Image of an 
antenna exposed to DEP

Fig.3: survival analysis of B. terrestris individulas exposed to DEP 
and controls after 10 days (top). Relative fat body content of living
bumblebees after the 10-day exposure experiment (bottom)

Exposure of Bumblebees to DEP in airstream

Pollution, e.g. traffic-derived particulate matter, is the second largest driver for species decline after habitat fragmentation. Highly active, flying insect pollinators near heavily
trafficked areas are exposed to high amounts of diesel exhaust particles (DEP) and associated polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) which are discussed to be the major driver
for the particles’ toxicity. Most studies performed to assess the toxicity of stressors towards pollinators are performed with honeybees. Honeybee hives can buffer measurable
toxic effects from stressors due to their high number of individuals. Small hive or solitary pollinators don’t exhibit the number of individuals for this buffer-capacity, making them
more susceptible for stressors. To assess dose-dependent effects of DEP on small hive pollinators, we exposed workers from the buff-tailed bumblebee Bombus terrestris to
various concentrations of DEP/ sugar solution suspension in acute and chronic oral toxicity tests

2. Particle characterisation

Fig.2: Thermogravitational anlysis of the
particles

4. Impact on perception

Elektroantennographic analysis of the exposed
antennae
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